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IntroductionI
・Existing image denoising methods smooth a texture component with noise.
・Our proposed method estimates the texture component 
  
                                                which has been lost by WNNM [S. Gu+, 2017].

・We extend the observation model:

・In this method, we apply a Wiener filter to estimate the texture component.

・We estimate the statistics by Steinʼs lemma and some assumptions.
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state of the art of image denoising

It needs statistics about texture and noise 
which are difficult to estimate...

We arrange local patch and 
their each non-local similar patch into patch matrix.

The statistics         and         is unavailable since    and     are not observable.

We can obtain the statistics if we can approximate the process of WNNM.

Finally, we can estimate     as 

Thus, we can obtain the final estimated image     as
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Experimental result

(a) Original
PSNR [dB] / SSIM

(b) Noisy image
22.13 [dB] / 0.763

(c) WNNM
24.90 [dB] / 0.787

(d) Proposed             
24.82 [dB] / 0.833

(e) Proposed             
25.15[dB] / 0.813
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the scaling factor of the texture to add

singular value decomposition

our estimation

The partial derivative of     with 
respect to    is considered to be very small. 

Each column is the row-wise 
corresponding average of     .     

Performance comparison on the cropped image ʻkodim01ʼ (           ).

for more detail, please refer our manuscript.

thresholding to the singular values

Our proposed method outperforms  WNNM.


